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ABSTRAC'l'
Nml and more efficient l-1ays to support masonry walls. above door
and lTirn:to~l open:tngs. has been a challenge' to arcbitects and' engineers
for many years •. The prestressing method~ considering its continued
success in concrete design, suggests itself as a possible methodo
Prestressed brick masonry beams could be prefabricated~ l.i.f"Wd into
place over the opening, and made integral with the wallo
The objective of this investigation was to determine the be-
havior of a prestressed brick masonr;r beam and verify its structural
adequacy by testing.
. The beam showed no pennanent center line deflection after ~oad­
ing to twice the static design live load. \..lJlen tested to destruction,
ultimate load was reach~ when the masonry crackedo The ultimate load
corresponded to the· dead load plus. 3074 times the design 11ve ,load or
~ ,
2096 times ,the' dead load and design,Iive loado ..
The prestressed beam showed BU~rior load-defiection and crack-
ingload properties wen compared to a conventionally rein-forced





The objectives of the investfgation are:
(1) Comparison of tb..e behavior of a prestressed brick masonry
beam under static loads 1rrl.th that predicted by available methods-of'
ana.1yBis.
(2) , COmparison of the structural adequac-.t of a prestressed and
a 'conventionally reinforced brick masonry,beam of the same dimensons
and designed to carry the same lOad.




The test program consisted of three parts:
(1) Determipation of material strength propertieso
(2) Destruction test of a reinforced brick masoIlr"j' beamo
(3) - Destruction t~t of a prestressed brick masonry beam"
It should be noted that finding the most practical method for .
prestressing 1rlaS not a priinary objective of this investiga.tion. In-
terest was in structural behavior of the beamo
.30 Reinforced Beam
(a) Description.
The beam Has constructed as a section of a. typical B-in.wll
(the 'Width of two bricks and one ~ino verticaJ.· mortar joint) .3 ~o
2 in. long 'tonth a span of 8 fto 0 in. and an 'll-ino x &-;in. cross
sectiono The lJ.pin. height of beam was obtained by using f~:)Ur courses
2. of brick w.i.th t!tree unstruck mo~ jo~:ts .slightly in excess of ~ino
1 . . -
Four~ round plain steel bars spaced on 2-ino canters '(-Jere placed
in the lowest mortar joint. The beam is shown in Fig. 1.
b o Fabrication.
/
The beam'tlJas fabricated in the lehigh University· Concrete .
laboratory- by an experienced brick mason. The bricks, al.thoug~ not
tested for absorption, were knovmto be .low absorption brick sO. that
they Here 't<let o~ slightly before use 0 This "as accomplished by dipp-
ing the bricks into a container of water, then quickly removing. The·
in:!tial course of brick was lay-ad on a 2-ino board covered 'Hith tar
paper. The board was used so that the beam could be easily handled.
The first course of brick lms th.an covered wi.th a tldn la;v.er of mo~
tar_ (about lin. ,. Four t-ino round plain steel bars "lere then em.-
bedded and covered 't-1ith additional DlOrtar. PrOper spacing of the bars
...
vms insured by inserting the ends in ll..oles dri,lled at the required·
spacing in steel angles (Fig. 11). The angles were fastened to the
board 0 Iii.gure 16 ShOl-IS the beam near comPletion. In an attempt to
duplicate field col1ditiona, no curing v1as plarmedo The concrete labc=t
oratory, however, loms found to be rather warm (f3CP) and ~o .1'l.a a
result, curing was undertaken the second day after fabrication. The.




The post-tensioning method was used and hereafter the beam
. , .
'tdll be referred to- as the "post-tensi.oned beamg ll The dimensions and
. span le~h were exaO'tly the same as thOse of the reinforced beam
(Flgo 2). The mortar joints~ ~cko The post-tensioning force
~s supplied by six O~o-in. diameter~id drmm \-:ires for prestress-
ed concrete supplied by John A o Roebling's Sons Co. Th,(3 wires uel"e
spaced 1 1no 0D: centers and placed in the lowest mortar jointll 'Only
three 't<n.res were used, however, each being bent around the dead end.
(Fig; 3) and doubled· over the entire length of the beam, thus produc-
ing a total ot six wires. . A thick coat of vaseline 'was ~ppiied 'on·
all the wires to destroy bond between mortar and td.re 0 The wires·
were previously threaded at the ·~t-tensioni.ngend using Do no.,3x48
die. The jacking, frame at the ~st-tensionirig end is shown in Fig. 4•
... A box arrangemGr).t was used, instead of merely a fiat plate, to
-~~comodate SR-h strain gages on trua l'dre. Adetail "of ,the post~,:
, '. '
tensioning jacks is shown in F'igo S. Elongation in the jack lme P~
~ced by" turning the 3/8-ino nut causing the bolt to move in the di..
~ction shown. . ElOI;lgation was transferred to ~he idre by fO~ l./8-~
steel nuts which l-lare fit-ted on the threads at the ends of the wU-es 0
. DeiUeen each and unit and the masonry a ?-!no 1.ayer of mortar *asap-.
plied (Fig. 2), its purpose being to insure uniform bearing.
(b) Fabrication.
The beam· Uas fabricated on a ?-~ board coWroo lnth 'tar
paper. Fabrication took place the day after the rein£<mced beam was
made0 As in the ~inf~d beam, tlle first course ~f brick was _CoOV-
.~d vith a thin layer Of, mOrtar (about 'i-:tn.). The end un:tts were
..... . .. , 1 " ' .
. ·then placed in their proPer positions, about '4 in. from the masonry,
"~ their bases were fastened to the 2-in. board. The wires, being
4previous1y cut, bent, and threaded, l-Iare coated t-n.th vaseJine. ~ey
. were then placed in the mortar joint. "The jacks ,-rare then applied ~
. -
the post-tensioning ends and the nuts'wOre fitted to the threads. A
. .
small amoupi of tension loJaS applied tc the lon:res by jacldng to retl.ove
any slack, thus~ proper positioning of the wires (Fig. 6).
The holes in the end units were so located that the wire \'laS
positioned in the center of the mo~ joint. Fabncation of the re-
maining courses was then undertaken .(Fig. 17). A~ layer of mor-
'~ was placed at each end of the beam betl'ree~ the) masonry and the"
end units. . This' liaS done as each course was layed. The mOrtar 'trms
.packed tight.ly in. the i-in. g1'OO-ve bett-Teen the ends of the beam and
each end unit. Arter several days, the tension in the ,dres was re-
leased. It· should be noted that this ts.'1sion produced. no stress in
the beam since the end units '-Tare rastened, to the boards 'With nai1s.
The curing procedure was axact1¥ the same for the po~tensionedbeam
as fqr the reinforced beam.
.< ••
B. TESTING PROCEDURE OF THE REINFORCED BRICK MASONRY
BEAM
1 0 Introduction
Since fiber strains in a beam are most accurate~ obtained by
strain measUrement in a region of constant bending moment, the con-
-ventiona1 third point loading ~ms adoptedo The test set up ,is shown
- .
in Figui'es 9 and 180 lath third point loading as a basis~ the total.
design live load for the beam was 1,46G lbs. The dead load plus live
load produce a calculated stress of 20,000 psi in the reinforcini_
bars and 566 pSi in the masonry. The bar stress governed the design"
The dead and liva .load produce a maximum bending moment in the beam
'twch is slightly in excess of the ma.x:l.mum moment the beam vJOuld .~­
Penence if it we~ carrying a -linte11oad. It should be noted that,
in practice, the "live load" referred to here would actual~ be the
dead load of the masonry above the beam. For the design procedure
see the Appendix.
The beam was loaded on the 12,000 ib. range of a 300,000 lbo.·
Balch-lin, fioor-t't;pe, hydraulic testing machine.
2 0 Instrumentation
(a) Slip
5everal inches of reinforcing bars were left exposed at each
end of the beam. No instruments were used to measure stress in the
reinforcing steel orsl1ppage•. Evidences of slippage were shortening
.of the exposed· ends and the formation of a llpowder ringll around. the




I>afiections l4'eie measured .ldt.h a l/l()()()..in. .AIn.es dial and a
steel deflection frame. The Ames diBJ. was mounted at the top of the
b~ by embedding the .gnp in a mixture of i high' early strength
cement and t plaster of Paris .. ' For- a detaU of the defiection frame
see Fig .. 7.
(c) .'Fibe~ Strains
After curing the beanlJ) twoA-ll, sR-4 strain gages "illaTa
.-
pJaced on the brick 5/J.6-inQ hom tbS top fiber, one on each side of
the beam (Fig" 8). E1.ectric 'strain gages were used' since the strrin
expected under design load Was about 4e microinches per inch.. To.
avoid any ~ge to the strain gage circuit, the gagesuere not wired
until the beam was placed on ane-ft. O:-in.· sPan in the testing mach-
ine. Consequently, the gagesreeorded strain changes for live load
only. Tha gages l~ero m.red so that they~ouJ.d be readindividuaJ.ly..
A dunJmY gage, which' compensated for temperature var:i.atioIlS,l'1as 'plae-
ad on a brick separate from the beam.
The technique of applica:tion 1-JaS the same as the placing of
. SR-4 strain 'gages on eonc~teusing Ihlco cement as a bendingag~nto
The gages 1rere heated.by. heat lamps for 24 hours at about J2(jJ F 0
Heating greatly" radueesthe setting time of the 1)J.co cement and per-
mits the gage to be used after a shorter- period of time.
The gages uere not placed on the top of'the .beam to avoid damage.
No gages were placed near the 'bottcm fibers of the beam,' the belief
being that the nonhomogenous af'fects of the mortar joints lrould result
in inconsistent readings with that side of the beam in tension•
..ioo' attempt was mad~ to filSasu.re strains in the reinforcing steel.
../
7(d) Visual Inspection
After each increment of load, the beam t1aS inspected for
.~ -
cracks 0 The type o~ crack expected was a· separation of the mortar
and brick (bond failure lbetween brick an~ mortar) at the ext.reme
tensile fiber of the beam in the region of maximurl1 bending moment.
No cracks 'Here visable before loactlng~
3$ Testi~ Sequence·
The beam Has tested 29 days after fabrication. The 1Dad:i,ng. se-
quence, using 200 lb. increments of load, was as follo'lt1s:
(1) lc;>ad to the design 1ive load
(2)· Unload to zero 11va load
(3) load to blo times the design live load
'(4) UnlDad to zero live load
(5 ) load to failure
,, ,




Since fiber strains in a beam are most accurately obtained by
s"train m.easuranents in a region of constant blmding moment$ the' con-
ventional third point load:inls was adopted. The test set \W is shoun
in~s 9 and 19. On the basis of third point loading, the, totaJ.
design live load for, the beam lias 1,178 lhsoThe dead load plus "'he
,desien live load plus the prestress· prodUCe zero stress at the bottan
fiber of the be~. The dead load plus live load produce a maximuni
. , .
bending moment in the beam which is slightJy in excess of the~"
bending ~~~t the beam would' experienCe if it .trere ca.rrping a lintel
lOad. As stated before, the "live "loadll referred to here would" ac-
~ . ..' .
, tually he the dead load of the masonry above the beain in p~ctice~
For the design procedure, see the Appendix.
. ,
, The beam was tested on the 12,000 Ib. i-ange of a 300,,000 ll>~"
. .
Baldtdn,. floor-type-lwdraulic testing machine.
2 0 Instrunlsn:t.ation
(a) ~f1ections"
.~ procedure '·JaS the same as for the reinforced beam (F:f:.go
f).
(1)) strains
After curing the beam, four A-U, SR-4 strain gages were pla.c-
ad as shown in Fig. 10. Electric strain gages Were used since the
, strain eXpected under design load was a.bout '35 ~~roinches per inch.
. .
, The tdrl.ng diagram is sbolm in Fig. ll. A duIrmW gage, which campena...
9ated for temperature w.rlations, 'Vms placed on a bri~ separa:te from
the beam.
,
The teehn1quo of application was the same as the ,placing of
, .
, .
SR-4 strain gages on concrete using DIleo cenent as a bonding agent.
The gages were' heatedby' heat lamps for 24 hours at about 1200 F0
Hea~ greatly'reduces the sett~ time of the Dueo cement and per-
mits the gage to be used aft,er a shOrter period of time.
The gages could not be placed on the bottom of the beam since it
.
was resting on a 2-in. 'board. 110 gages 't'Jere placed on top to avoid
dm:llage. Three A-12, sn-4 strain gages were place!i on the tdres and
. -
lOcated as in Fig.. 10. The wiring diagram ,is again ~hOwn in Fig'. 11•
.
Before these gages could. be applied, the jacks and jacki+lg frame had .
to be remo:ved from that end or the beam. . For :technique of application
see Ref 0 12. These gages were also heated by heat lamp~ at about
1200 F for 24 hours.
(c). Visual Inspection
The procedure was the same as for the reinforced beam. It
should also be noted, hot.rever, that, due to the prestress, the top
fibers of the beam above the supports were in tension;· but no cracks
. were noted there during the entire invest:t~tion•.
3. Testirig 2eWence !i Post-tension;Lng
fost-tenaioIrl.ng was Wldertaken 31 d~ys af'ter fabrication, the beam
. ,
still resting in the same posi~ri (f'u.l1\v sUpported). .All strain gages
.were read on the brick and the wires after each of the follo'\-dng. opera-
tiona:
(1) Slack and eurviIture taken out' of the wire by. pulling .on the
bolt heads and tightening the nuts. by hand. zero readings were then·
10
(2). One half turn of the nut (on the jacks)
(3) Jacks ~longated 1/8 ino
(4) Jacks elongated 1/4 in•
.. (5) Jacks elongated 3/8 in•.
(6) Jacks elongated 1/2 in.
(7) Beam manua~ lifted and placed on rollers spaced 8 ft o 0 in•
. apart.
(8) Adjustment to final steel stress.
Afte! each jack elongation, the jacks vlere adjusted symmetr1caJ.li
to keep the vl1:re· tension uniform. Then -strain measurements 't-Tere con,..
varted to stress to pTedictsuccessiva jack elongations working toward
the design stress of .130,000 psi in the wire. Final elongations were
made in the jacks oased on. the stress computations.
40 Testing Sequence under IDading
The beam Has tested 33 days after fabrication. Tie loading se-
quence, using 200 lb .. increments of load, was as follows:
. (1) load to the design live load
(2) . Unload to zero Iiva load
(3) !Dad to two times the design 11va load
(4) Unload to zero live load
(5) . !Dad to failure
Do MATERIAL STRENGTH PROPERTIES··
I. Ii:>rtar
(a) 11tx
A 1:3 :0.16 (1 part PortlAnd cement, 3 parts sand, and 0016
parts ~ated limeby.'tV'eight) mortar mix was used in the fabrication
of the beams. The test specimens l'rere made when the beams ware fabri-
cated. For EIX:act batch weights of the beams see Table 1. The brick
mason added ~]ater until the mix reached the desired consistency... A
fio1·r test gave a ~ue of 150 '(to the rim of·,t~e now tabl~).
(b) strength
Compression tests of 2"'in. cubes (A.S.ToN. test for mortar
for reinforced brick masonry) gave an average 7 day value of 1,442 psi
and an average 28 day value of 3,017 psi. The specimens ,-rere tested
in the materials testing laboratory using amechanic31 lever type
\
testing machine or 50,OOO-lb. capacity. Tl'..e A.SoT.N,.. specifies no
tensile test for mortar for reinforced brick masoID:"Y, but the proced-
. ~
ure followed wasthe same as in t..l.te A.SoT.r-i .. tensile test of h;y"draulic
The average tensile strength at 7 days was 245 psi and 280
psi at 28 dayso The briquets ~lere tested in the concrete labOratory
, .'
using a Riehle mechani~ testing. machine of 1J1000lho capaci1iy design.:.
ad specl.fical1¥ for test..ing briquets... For individual stren.:,eth values
see Table 2 0
12




The bricks were a shade B, low absorption, matax b:dc~c 2 l/3x
3 3/4x8 in.
(a) Compression and Flexure
Standard A.S. T.Ivi 0 compreasion tests (half brick tasted
fla'b-lise) .gave an average ultL"'late strength of 13,250 psi. The com-
pressi~ test of a half brick on edge gave 13,480 psio ' The A.SoT.:H.
modUlus of rupture test ~ave an average vaJ.ue of 2,,890 psi. For in... ·
. .
dividua1 strength values see Tables 3" 4, and 5Q In the c011lpres~ion
tests, the, ~ecimens \lere capped m.th a sulfur capping and tested on
, , ,
the high range of the 3OO,.OOO-lb o Baldwin, hydraulic, nool'-type~
testing mchina. The modulus of rupture specimens were' tested on t.ha
high range of the 60,OOQ...lb. Balchdn,table-type, hydraulic testing
:machine0
(0) 'Hodulus of E1asticity
Two bricks 't'lere tested lengthtdse for modulus of' olasticity
(direction of the loadthe SaIne as the nexUre stress in beam action).
The t~lO bricks selected were the ones iThich measured the post-tension--
ing~ress (bottom fi~r of post-tensioned b~am on Hhich,gages 2 and 4
were mounted). Thes~ bricks were also believed to be tJrpical of thos~
used in all the beam construotion. , After failure o~ the post-tension...
ed beara, IT.ith mdamage to these tm bric..1(s" the bricks lVerecaref'ulJ¥
ren~ved using a hammer and chisel on the surrounding mortar joint 0
, , .
- , ,
gage's being damaged at fail1.1.+e) 5/lfJ ino fronl each edge of the brick
and, diametri~~y opposite. Too~ gages, placed on separate,
# I
bricks, 'Jere used,. one being placed in ~he active ci.rcui'to All the
gages Here read individual1y0 For gage locations, see Figu.ras 39 and .
400 The specimens were ca1?ped \dth a mixture of 1/2 plaster of Paris
and 1/2 high early strength eem~to One of the bricks l'J2S ,tested in
-
. a strain range o,f about 100 microinehes per inch (Fig", 39) 1..rhich corP
ioms to the strain range measured in the ma.sonrJ of the beams during
testing. The brick 'Was tested on the 5,()()()"lbo range of the 60,000-
1bo Baldwin testing JTJachine. The modulus of elasticity obtained 'Has
3044 x 106 psi (Fig o 39)0 The second :brick was tested in a strain
. . .
range of about 900 microinches per inch on. the high loading r~e of
the same machine. The modulus of elBsticity obtained w~ 3.23 x ]f)6
. psi (Fig o 40). The average modulus of elasticity was 3033 x 106 PsiCl
This value was used in 'the calculations. For the test set up, see
30 Nasonry
The test specir.lens 'Here fabricate4 together with the beams using
the same technique (wetting brick, curing, same mortar joints·, etc.).
It 1ms planned to test these the same day the beams ~Teretested, but
limited time made this impossible. The mortar in the brickwork,.hou-
ever, showed evidences of being almOst completely udried out" o~
several days after fabrication. little differe~e$ then, -ujould be ex-
pected betHean a 30' day and a 40 day strength value.
(a) Compression Strenatm
The compressive strength of tno brick rna.SODrJ prisms, re-
presentative of the cross section of the bea.'1l and canpressed as the
beam section ,"lOuld be under beam action, were found to be 4jl920 psi
, and 4,]30 pail! averaging 4,525 psi at 40 days.
"1.4
E)
The prism is shOt-m in
: Fig.. 13. The prisms were capped with a sulfur capping and tested on"
the high range of the 300,OOD-lli. "Baldwin, hydraulic, noor-type,
testing machine. Failure was by crushing of· the mortar and vertical
splittillg of the brick, sOme ove:r their entire length. Figure ~1 "
ShOHS ona of the prisms after failure. All the specimens "t-rere fabric-
ated l'Jhile laying flat as in ordinarJ briclGrork.The joints -uere left
unstruck 0 " ,
It can be seen from Fig. 13 that the test prism used has an
hId ratio (height to thickness ratio) of 2.06. For hId ratios of 6 or
~ater the compressiva strength of brick prisms practicaJ.~ approach-
es a constant or nonnal compression strength until coltnnn action in-
nuances the results. For hId Values of less than. 6 the apparant "
strength is innuenced by a ro~ factor. Using results of previoUs
" "
research (Ref. 1, pp~ !99-200) and interpolating for an hid value of
2.06, the correction factor is 0.67 ... 006/0.50 (75-67) or 0.68"0 The
corrected compressive strength is 4,525.x 0.68 or "3 11080 psio This
high compressive strength made the steel critical in the beam designs.
A short prisn t-ras selected to ease the hand]:i ng problsno It -shouJ.d
also be noted that under beam action no hId value could be defined for"
the compression side. ""
(b) ~Jodulus of Rupture
The mo~U6 of rnpture specine n bad the same cross section
,"a~the other t"tiO beams.. The beam was 7 ft. 1 in. long with a 6-ft.
Q-in. span. It 1'1as fabricated ldth the other "tl-l0 beams and cured 'un-
der the same conditions. "A,modulus of ,rupture value 'Was" necesSary to
deterndne the cracldng load of' the reinforced and post-tensional
beams. The beam was fabricated on a 2-in. board coverecl" with t.ar. paper
and resting on five stools (Fig. 22). A sketch of the beam is shmm in
Ffg o 14. The first day after fabrication a crackJl entire1:y through the
beam, developed as shown in Fig. 15•. The crack, the nature· of \-Jhich
was not actually knolm, may have developed from shrinkage or arr:r dis-
tur'btlnce the beam may have had, such a~ a bump. Cracking by shrinkage
"
is a strong possibility since the concrete laboratory ,vas VerY l'1aI'm and
curing was not started until the second day after fabrication.
As a result of this crack, the tt"1O remaining sections ~ere
" tested using a 26 314-ino span. Th8 testing set up is shmm in Figo
.150 Assuming a hOmogenous cross section, same properties in tension or
cOmpression, and the flexure formula to hold, the ttiO' values obtained
, ,.
. -
for the modulus' of rupture we~ 303 psi' and 269 psi. The average modu-
lus of rupture used in the calculation nas 286 psi. It should ~' noted
that the dead l-Teight of the 'Qeamswas included in the calculations.
(c) Unit \'leight
A com~ssion prism nas weighed, before capping, at· 33- days
~d the unit ~reight ~J'as l32 lbs. per cubic ft.
4. Steel
No tests '$orere, run on the steel.. The steel bars used in therein-
forced bri~ beam '-lere J./4-in. plain round steel bars of intermediate
grade.
The steel mes used in the post-tensioned beam were l/lO-ino dia-
meter cold dratm wires for prestressed 'concrete made by John A.·ROeh-
. ling1s SOns Coo The plwsicaJ. properties of this wire were supplied by
l"Jr.. H.J ..Godfre".r of the above comparw 2nd are shovm in Table 6. The
~du1us of'elastic!ty used in the 'calculations t-J'aB taken from a pre-
vious research report, "Bond in Prestressed COncrete tt b'J Samir El
Khuri (Ref 0 ll) 0 1'1r. El Khuri found the modulus of elasticity of a
length of the same type wire' (uhich was delivered at the same time as
the wire in this investigation) to be 30,000,000 psi. A copy of his
:results is shotm in Fig o 410
Eo PP..EDIGTED .A!JD OBSERVED B,EAM BEHAVIOR OF THE REINFORCED
BHICK NA$ONRY BEA!-1
The formulas used in the calculation of stresses and deflections
of reinforced concrete beams can be used in sjm11 ar calculations for
reinforced brick masonry beams. This fact has been verified b'J test,'
vr.itho this method of d.esign being conventionalJ.y adapted as a result.
It 1.'1a5 not the purpose of this investigation to further verify this
,
design procedure, but merely to compare the structuraJ. adequacy of a
reinforced brick masoI'lr".f beam "Iith a prestressed brick masoI1r"'J beam of
the same di.rnensioDS. a.!1d designed to carry the same load., For the do-
-
sign procedure, see the Appen<,ti.x (also Hef. 1) 0
1. Daf'lections
The actual and theoretical load ... deflection curves are shm-m in
Fig. 26. In the region of design live load there is agreement. ,Above
'the design load, the steeper slope on the actua~ load-<ief1ection ,curve
-'
may have been due to the development of cracks and a consequent ;rEryo
duction in the gross moment of inertia.
,
It is interesting to note t~t some specifications state that the
allowable defl.ection of brick t1alls should not exceed 1/360 of 'the
span (Ref 0 8). This v-eUue is 0 0 261 in. for the reinforced brick beam.
The observed d.efiection at the design live load averaged only 0.007 in.
Upon ranoval of a load equal to 17.dce the design 1i.ve load, the
beam returned to its original position of zero deflection. At the
, .
ultimate live load of 4,200 J.hs. (2,100 lbs. on each t~ point) a
deflection of 0.87 in. was read, afterl-1hichthe Ames dial vTaS removed.
_ Additionai defiections ~iere observed before slippage of the reinforcing
bars caused the beam to eollapseo The ultimate moment of the beam,
corresponded to 2.88 Nt .. Un or 29 40 (Mt+ Mn). 'Bond failure was rot
, anticipated at this load sime the calculated bond stress 1'J'aS 98 psi,
o~ 22% higher than the allololable 80 pSi used 'in das~gri for plain
bars. This levI ultimate bond stre~h InaY have been due to the fo110\-1--
ing reasons:
(1) The~ may not have been completely enc~ed in the mortar.
(2) Oil, lmch was kept on the bars 'T.-mile stocked in the labor-
atoTlJ, may not have been completely removed.
Due to this unusually 1mI bond failll1'e, 'comparisons bet~leeri the
ultimate strength of the rei.nf"orced' beam and the ultimate strength of
the post-tensioned beam are inaccurate.
3. _Cra_c_ld._ng~
A crack was noticed at a total live load of 2$)800 lbso plus the
dead'load. The crack was approximately 2 in. high on the bottom edge"
of the beam and in the region of maxii1Ilml bending moment. The crack
- ,
extended completely ~ugh the beam. It clearly shmled a ,separation
between mortar and brick. This 'HB$ the on~ crack noticed during t.lte
investigation and was the one that finally opened up at failure. '. The
~racldng moment corresponded to '1.69 (ND ... Mt) and was ld% higher than
. the predic~d 1.54 (Mn of 1"1t). The position of the crack after f~ure
of the beam can be seen- in Figures 23 and 24.
4. Bendi!lk Stresses !!!~ Masonry
The load-fltrain relationship for live load only (gages wired l'.rl.th
beam .already on rollers) at the levil of the SR-4gages is ShOlV!l in
Fig. 27• This same relationship, in tems of unit, stress using a }OOd-
ulud of elasticity .Et> • 3.33 x 106 psi, is shovm in Fig. 28~
,The curve shows tpt for load up to the observed cracking load
the masonry stress agrees' closely to. that calculated. using the moment
of inertia of the uncracked section. After th~ cracldng load, the
't..l}e masonry' stress approaches t.lomt calculated on the basis of the
cracked section.
5. steel Stresses
The calculated steel stress at the -rota]. design Ji~ load of
1,460 Ths. plus dead load was 20,000 psi and governed the design.
There uoere no cracks in the masonry under this loado Therefore, the
ealculate<;i steel ~ress is n times the calcuJ.ated masonr,y· stress at
the level of the. steel err 909 psi. At the ultimate live load of
'4,200 !bs plus the dead load, the calculated steel stress base4 on
the cracked section assumed in the design is 48,200 pSi•
.As expected, no shear or diagonal tension cracks were 'obserVedo
-.
F. PREDICTED AND OBSEMED'BEAl"l BEHAVIOR OF THE POST-
TENSIONED BRICK HASONRY BEAM
The design procedure is shown in the APPendix.. Since the 01>-
ject1va of this investigation ''las to verify the design procedure by
testing and to compare the structural. adequacy of the post'":"tensioned
and reinforced beam, the following comments are in order ..
1. Deflections
The ,actual and theoretical load-def1eotioncurves are shown in
Fig .. 26.. It can b~ seen that, for the same loads, the post-tensioned
beam' experienced ~ller de.flection&o Some specifications state that
'the al.1owable deflection of brick ltallS should DDt exceed 1/360 of the
span (Ref. 8)., This value is 0.267 ino for the post-tensioned beam.
From Ref 0 4, the recommended maximum' center line deflection for a
sirrtple prestressed concrete beam is 1/,00 of the span or 0el92 in.
These specifications are mor~ than satisfied since there was virtua.1lY
no dSflection recorded in the l/lCOO-in. 1\mes dial. at the design 11ve
load. Upon remOval of a load equal to 1mic~ the design live load,
the beam returned to its original position of zero deflection.
The final dene,ction after the ultimate live load of 4,400 100.
was reached (2,200 lbs. on each third point, this also being the
cracldng load) 'Was 00 087 in. After cracking, the live load dropped
,
off to 3,600 lbs. at'tllhich ti.rne the deflection was' 0.099 in.. The load
was then increased' to .3,930 lbs. with a dep..ection of 0.411 in.. ltIh~
, an effort ''las made to increase the load still further, failure occurr-
ed /in the steel tdres at the 'roots of the threads in t-1ires D, F, and
A in that order (Fig. 10). Since the \dres were doubled, failure in
21
'fJ1.ese three wires resulted in complete loss of prestress and collapse
of tile beam.
T~e ultimate live load \'1a6 reach~d at 4,400 Ibs o l'rhen rupture
took place. This load corresponds to a maximum moment of 3.74 r·iL of.
1-q, or 2.96 (Mn +~IL)jl the latter. being 19% lower than the predicted
3.64 U1n +I-lL)., There is DO \fay of knowi~ whether the load could
have reached the predicted value had failure not occurred in the!dres
at the roots of the threadso
The moment at ultimate load't-Ias 33% higher than a moment of l~
'-r1l +2.5 :ML t-Thich is ~1red for prestressed concrete (Refo 4)0 The
crack at ulu,-nate lOad is shOtvn in Figures 10 and 250
, .
There li'1aS no crushing of the masonr'J0
-
2 0 _Cra__c_k_in~g~ ,
As stated previous1y the cracld.ng or rupture load vms the same as
the ultimate load. OnlY one crack 'tiaS' obserred during the investigat-
ion. Bond between brick and mOrtar ,was the mode of failure of the
, ,
masoIJry beamfi.ber~ in tensiono , The cracld.ng moment of 2 0 96 (Mn +]olt,)
lias 8% higher than the predic~d:2 0 74, OvID +l-~L) t-mich SOO\'lS a close
correlation between .computationsand test results and indicates that
the beam wa~ adequately prestressed. The· cracking moment "las also -97%
higher than the 105 .(~ + ~jt>, recommended for prestressed concrete
(Hef. 4).
It is seen that the modulus or rupture of the masonry section is
.:"0;: "." ... ..
a very-importa.l1t value since it· detemines the cracking loa~o In
practice the following,t!li.ngs can be done to increase th~ cracldng
load: '





Use enough li.lTlG in the mortar to insure good adhesiveness. .
, .
, Use high absorption brick 'With the proper wetting technique.
Use good Horkr'l13.nship 0
It goes without. saying that increasing the prestressuill of
course raise the cracking load.,
30 Bimdi11§ Stresses ~~ V~sonry
(a) At 1:t>st-Tensioning .
In calculating, th.e theoretical stresses in ,the lllasc>rJ,x"'/, the
strains in the three strain gages on the wires 'TrJ'ere oonvertedto .
stress using the modulus of elasticity. ,These stresses 1iere averaged
and assumed to be the average' stress in all six ~r.i.ras 0 A check of the
calculations in the Appendix ..dllshoH that the valUGs are very close.
Figure 29 shcpHS a plot of the masonry stress, at the leVel
of gages 2 and 4 a.s road from these gages, against the average stress
in the' wires. Since these gages 't1'ere located near the level of the
steel, they showed the greater strain variation during prestressing
and coTl..Bequently are the measure of the effectiveness of the prestresso
The curve (solid line) is the average of tpe two gage read-
, 1ngs 0 The break in the curve is caused by a change frOm a continuous'
. '
support to a simple support t·ri. th an 8-ft. Q-ino span.' This. change'
. '
occurred "men the beam was moved from the flat table top to simple
supports at the ends. The dashed eurw is the theoreti<".al curw (see
. ,
the Appendix). The portion of this latter curve up to the point vrhere
the "break" appears does n:ot include the effect of dead 'tveight since
the beam, w~s ful1¥ supported (a.ctually effects of dead tif~ and'
, ,
. , .
prestress are inseparable). The remainder of the curve includes the
effect of dead't-rei.ghto .It is seen that the two curves do not closely
.. ~. '-.
. .... ...... -~,. '-. ~. -I'~"'~' ~. ~ .~. ~ '\. '~ ....0 ....... _." ....... .. f••.••• --.. '- '. , '. ..... _ ~ ~... • ~ • •
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agree.
'Figure 30 shows the fiber strains over the 'cross section of
the beam. Note the wry small strain values. ,
Figure 31 shows the strains converted 'to stress 0 The eXPe-
riniental stresses are smaller than the ccUcu1ated but shm-.r the same
trend. The final stress at t.l1e bottom fiber, i'men the final pre-
stress and dead 1'1eight were acting, ~·ras 70 psi compression which is
60% of the calculated ll6 paio It can be seen that there is some
discrepancy bet'tieen the calcu1ated and experimental stress distribut-
, ion.
It is believed that the discrepancy beb18en the experiment-
al and calculated C1l1"'V'SS in Figures 29, 30
,1 and 31 was caused bY" a.
large beam cross section and small prestress resul.ting in very small
, .
masonry strains. In other words, strain differences '{-lere close to the
.
'error in the gage mechanism and the gage cireuito 'There were no dUl.I!l\V'
'gages in the activa circuit and consequant~ no means of deteXmining
the 6rifto ,A very slight drift could have easily thrmm the readings
off since themaximurn strain read during the pOst-tensioning process
- '
'{-ms only 21 microinches, per inch" lnth the post-tensioningtakll1g
almost four hours 0
Steal creep is not a factor and is discussed under steel
.stresses.
(b) Under !Dading
, Since it 'fmS necessary to detach the strain gage circuit '
,men the beam lvas moved into the testing machine, strain readings, un-
. : ...",
der loading were nOt continuous' vri.th' those at post-tens~ningo,
Figure 32 shows the average change oi strain of 'gages 1- and
/
3 under live ioad.' These gages were 5/lfJ !no hom the top 'fiber of
, ,
, thSbeam. ~ EaCh poirit plotted is the average reading of both gages. J
, '
The, curve shOto.'D aVerages the three 1oa.ding' cycles. Note the small
4'trains in the design region. The abrupt change in the' slope of the
curve ata ,total live load of 4,400 lbs. was caused by ~kingof
the 'beain. '
The strains of Fig. 32 are converted to stresses in Fig. 33.
The lower portion of the theoretical curve up to 4,400 lbs. is based
0'
on the uncracked masonry section. The remainder of the curve is based
on the cracked section. The observed and theoretical curves do 'riot
, , ,
, agree clo~ely until a total live load of 2,400 lbso is reached. "Again
. . . - . . " .'
this t-ras probably ,caused by the 100H range of strain where drift in the
strain ga~ circuit may have been infiuEmcing the readings. At-the
, -
design 11Ve load, tht change of strain was 24 microinches per inoh
, ,which corresponds ,to a change 'of stress of 80 psi~ 73% of the caJ.cU.l-
" ,
-
,awd stress change of no psi. '.After cracking, the stress started to
,approach the tt1eoretical stress' roi-the cracked s~ction.
, ,
, ..
'Fi~ 34 Sh~1S the average 'change of strain of gages '2'and '
, 4 under-live load. These gages were located 5/16. in. from the bottom
fiber of the beam. E!lch'point.plo~ted is the average reading of both
gages. Th~ curve shmm is the average' of' the three loading cycles.
, '
, Note the e1Tat~c rea~ngs and the small strain range.
", ; .
The strains of Fig. 34 are converted to stress in Fig{ 35~
The .horizontal dashed line, 110 psi, represents the calculated c..~
of stress at the design live load of 1,1.78 ,lbsoThe p0iIif:" thus de- '
fined is shown by the smau circle. It tiSS believed that the' stress
readings (to verify the theory' and prove the effectiveness, oitha ,
25
prestress) wo~d show a linear relationsh:i:-p, up tct this point, with -
the readings going through the point, and then would become erratic
since the stress ·distributionin the masonry under tension cannot be
accurately defined due to the nonhomogeneous effect of ~he mortar and.
brick. The general trend of the readings seems to 1p.dicate that the
prestress 'tvas effect!ve up to 110 psi" _
At the design 11va load the average stress change, ~1aB 88 '
psi, 80% of the ,calculated 110 psi. The drop in the :tatter part of
the curve was probably caused by drift in the strain gage circuit. '
,4" steel stresses
(a) ,At Post Tensit?ning
~gure- 36 shm-rs the average strain in the 1-Jires plotted
against the average of the jack elongations (in all cases except in
the final readings the jack elongations 'Here all the same) 0 The re-
la~ion is linear.
Figure 37 ShOllS the same relation for stress. The dashed
line: is the theoretical line which was computed b'j assuming a given
stress in the 'tdres and an elastic shortening of the masonry and then
calcu).ating the jack elongationo Creep ~f steel J plastic fim..r of
, masowJ, and shrinkage of masonry 'l:-rere assumed as negligible. p..rgu-
ments to support these assumptions are given '!1nder part (b) losses of
" .
Prestress.
The shortening of the prestressing device and dead end are
also ne.g1igiblso The factors which are believed to have contributed'
to t.l-Je difference be'tAtoon the observed and theoretical cu.rvesof Fi,g.
37 are as fol101'11S :
(1) The bend in the ,draa at the dead end uhich did not
26
exactly fit 'agains1. the roundo
(2) Th.e deflection of t.he jacking frame.
(3) The small separation developed bet~reen the j~cking frame
I r ••
. and the end of the masonry 0
l'lhen the beam t-.ras fabricated this space did not exist. It
develaped 't-Jhen the jacking frame 'lriaS removed in order to place strain
ga.ees on the 'tdres. In other BOrdS, the jacldng frame did not fit
,
flush against the masonry any longer o Under prestres~ng this small
separation began to close and ob1zi. ously af'fected the jack alonga~ons0
.tm:y bond between the steel and. the mortar '(:rouM also affect
the relation bct1'Teen the observed and calculated curves in Figo 31,
but its effect Hould be to raise the observed curve ma..ld.ng it closer
to the calculated.
Table 7 shows the final jack elongations•. Notice 'that they
differ. The reason that the elongation of wire D is greater than
wire C, and "t-~re E greater than w":i.re F, is, that 'final adjustYn.snts t'lara
made on jacks D and E to make the strain readings on these 'Hires close
to the reading on 't-Ji~ B. A unifonn prestress lfas desiredo
(b) losses of Prestress
The losses of prestress are aSswned as negligible. The £01-
lO1d.ng is a list of factors 'Which nay cause loss of prestress:
. '
(1.) Friction of post-tensioned steelo
(2) Shrinkage of masonry ..
(3 ) Plastic now of masonry...
(4) Creep of steel.
Since the steel stress used in the calculations uas taken
fromthe .strain readings am not calcuJated from' the jack elongations,
sucI: factors as the deformati.onof the end anch?1"~ges, defonnation of
the masonry need not· be conside;red•
. To support· the assum:ption of a negligible ~oss of prestress,
the four factors listed above uill be discussed briefly.
(I) Friction of post-tensioned steelo
Hith strai~ ldras, this effect is greatly reduced.
The beam was inspected after failure Q I\k> evidence of bond bettveen ..
wire and mortar was found. '
(2) Shrinkage of l1asonry•
The shrinl~ge of the masonr-,f is smali since it is only
the mortar joints 'tmch undergo .shrinkage0 . The beamt1aS post-tension-
ed 31 days and tested 33 days after construction.' Tliis interval of
2 days, after the mortar h~d set, would allow for little shrinkage)
0) Plastic nO"T of masonry.
The efi'eet of plastic flow of the masonry would be
small in the short tl-JO day interval mentioned before; also plastic
flm; in brick masonry is knmm to be much smaller than· in concrete
(Ref. 1)0
(4) Creep of .steel.
\'lith the average stress in the wires at 122,600 psi,
little creep in ·the wire is e:xpected, part.icularly after the POst-
, . .
.' tensioning process tl1as done twice· due to the· failure in the thread of
. one of the wires•. The average tdre stress had reached 94,000 psi the
first timeo
The argument here is not that there· l;'1Ould be neglig-
ible prestress losses irl pres·tressed· brick "ml1 lintels, but that, un-




Figure 38 shcnoJS the average change of stress in the "Jires
under 11"Ire load. Only a fEnT control points have h.een plotted from the
third loading cycle (loading to failure.) 0 Before cracking, the ob-
served stress cha~e is close to the calculated, the stress in the
. 'tdras Wdng practicalJ¥ constant•. .A.fter cracking, the opserved stress
change approaches the stress change calculated on the basis of the
cracked section. The steel stress reaChe<i'146,000 psi, somewhat below
the proportioned limit of 165,000 pslo
cracks :were observedo .
G. COliCLUSIONS
A.reinforced brick masonry beam and a post-tensioned brick mas-
onry beam of the same cross section and· span length and designed to
! .
carry the 5a,,-ne load liara constructed and tested to failure with cer-
tain physical properties being observed. The following conclusions
are based on the results of these 'bro beam ~testsG
10 Beams that l-rl.ll satisfy current apeci;ications can"'be made
by post-tensioning brick masonry 0
2. Comparing two beams of equal span and design load; the crack-
ing load of a post-tensioned beam l·r.ill be greater than the cracking
load of a reinforceq beam 0
3. Post-tensioned brick masonry beams require high s.trength
mortar and brick, high post-tensioning stress, and a small cross
section for a most ecoDPIilical design.
40 N~1 methods for post-tensioning must. be developed for prac-
tical applications of post-tensioned briC'..k masonry· beams, not over-
looking the need for a close control of 1dre stress and a hi.~ factor
of safety against failure in the end. cormcctionso
58 The cracking load or a post-tensioned brick rnason:r-.1 beam can
be closely.calculated if the modulus of rupture of the plain beam
section is found by testing. An accurate 'trorking compressiva ~ress
can be obtain~ for the masonry by testing a compression prism.
60 In the usual range of beam sizes and loading masonry stI,"ains
are ~ll and difficult to measure accurately.
Portlarid
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TABLE b. peoPE1eilES OF TH£ W,2.£
D'AMETf~ 0./00'/
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K. APPENDIX
NOMJ~JCLATURE
T'ne follmving is the standard nomenclat,u.re Used for reinforced
briclayork; see Reference 1, po 213.
As =effective cross sectional area of tension reinforCenellt in a.
beam or slab.
b ::. breadth of rectangular beam or slabo
d,: , depth from compression face of beam or slab to center of gravity
of longitudinal tension reinforcement.
£s::. modulus of elasticity of steei.
E b=modulUs of elastici'ttJ of brick1-rork detenn1ned from tests f:'l.acle on
oorapression, prism specimens in l,;'1hich the brick are laid in the
same position relative to the direction of the applied stress, ,
as in the beam or slab under consideration.
n: EYrb = rat!o of modulus of elasticity of steel to that of
bricl.irrork • '
f b = compressive unit stress in extreme fiber of brick';'JOrk or oompres-
siva stress generalJ.y0 . • ,
fs ~ t....onmle unit stress in longitudinal reinforcemerrt •
• IJ = ratio of lever arm of resisting' couple to depth do
K= ratio of depth of neutral axis to depth d (from compressive face
of beam or slab).
11,: bending or resisting momant in general.
Ms=resisting moment as determi.ned 'by steel.
Mb= resisting moment asdeltermined b"tJ brichrork.
T = total tension in steel at any given ve~tical seetlon of a beam.
C= tot8J. compression in briclmork at arry giv,en vertical section of a
be~. .
es : unit deformation of steel due to f so .
eb :: unit deformation of brick1rork due to ±b.
Z : depth from compression surface of beam or slab to resultant of
. compresSive stresses 0
67
The folloi"T.i..ng nomenclature used in connection -vTith th.G post-tension.-
ad beam is that recor-unended for prestressed concrete by the j9int ACj -
ASGE Committee 323 as published in the ACI Journal, October, 1952, Hith
necessary additions and modifications. (SOme also used in reinforced
beam.)
Cross-sectional Constants
Ab :. area of entire -masonry section (steel area not deducted).
A~ - total steel area.
c.g.h.:center of gravity of enti~ masonry section.
e.g. b! ~enter of gravity of transfonned section.
e.g-s:. center of gravity of steel area"
h : total,'depth of section.
d : effective depth of sectiono
b = Hidth of rectangular section..
'db)ljt:di.stance of bottom (top) fiber to cogob o






eccentricity of Cog.so ~rl.t..lJ regard to c"g.bo
eccentricity of c.g.so vrl. th regard to cogob.l
moment of inertia of entire nasonry section about c .g.b.
m~ent of inertia of trarulfonned section a~ut cogob.l
n. a... = neutral axis of crac.1<ed sectiopo
loads
'I,./() : dead load of beam.
'v-A = distributed live load per unit length~
PL ..:. concentrated live load.




ML. : B.M. due to Pt.




fb:: compressive stress generally.
, "
fop =~sible compressive strength.
'b + 'fF J fF ; stress at bottom (top) fiber due to effec~va prestressing o~o
f~Jt= stress at bottom (top) fiber due to 'live 'load onlY.
bt .' 'fD ,fo: stress at bottom (top) fiber ,due to total dead load 'tin only.b ' .
fFo f:D:.stress at bottom (top) fiber due to effective prestressing, F,
) and total dead load (stresses at first loading stage). .
, ,
b t ' , ' . ' '
fFTlfrt.:stresses at bottom (top) fiber due to effective prestressing, F,
and totaJ. load (stresses at second loa~ng stage)0" .
f DU. =compressiw stresses at failure (third loading stage).
Ft :: tensile stress genera.l1;r0
ttr = shearing stress.
£1:> = modulus of elasticity of masonry.
. .
n :. ratio of modulus of elasticity of steel/Fe, to that of masonrY,
, t\,o
steel-
LSi -_Tj 'ultimate strength of steel.
fsp = pemissible tensile 8'tress.
f s ? steel stress generaJ.Jy.
f ss :; steel stress due to e~fective prestress force after deduction of
all losses. .
fsu.:: stress at failure.
Es : modn:Lus of elasticity of the steel.
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J. 'STR.ESS ANALYSIS OF THE. te.E/NFOJeC£O IH~'CK MASON(lt.y
BEAM
CJI
I 11;::::::::::==1 ~ _
BB~~ ~
I. 8/1 -I
(b) Df.5IGN LOAD MOM£NT (2£ F'~ 8.)
I .. 1/MO"TA~ JOINTS .T~
R,EINFOR.CfME"I; 4 - ~" ¢Is
2.." c.c.
L =8'-0/1
E<\>ulv. UNIFO~M L.OAO = L w'
3
W': WT. , S~.FT. OF WAU. @ /31.. #~3
, (,.,) I: (132.)(8) =87.8 US! 88 #1.3
L .. \ 11-
[ryu,v. UNIFOIl.ML.OADi" w :; (8)(88> = 23.,. '*1
3
M~ ~L2.. :: (1. 3~ ( 8) 2. :: /875 I.
WO = (11)(8) )( 13),,' :: 80~6#'" Mo :: (aO.(;)(B)~
. . 1++ 8
MINIMUM DESIGN LoP/!. LOAO MOM£NT :: 1875 - '4-5 ~ I) 230'1*
-~
(C) DESIGN L.OAD 5Tfl.£SSE3
8"
·.. --l-t.. . 10"1.
I<d:I.731,~~---r
-r .
£s -= 30J OOOJ oOO :' 9.00
Eb 3)3.3 0.1 000
LOCATiON of N£UTItAI.. AX/"
8(51 )(Kd) -= (I.77)(8.5-Kd)
4Kd'- :: IS.oS -1.77 Kd
4 K d2.~ I.• 771<d: /5.05
K.d2.i" 0.++3Kd:: 3.77
K d: 1.73
J cJ =8. SO - I.;, = 7. 9 ~"
T:: (,2,0J OO O) (0.19') =3)32.0# T=C
CHECK 8TIle:.SS IN MA.sONt."f
f = (3.)3:t0) (2-) = 56' #/all
b (1.73)(8) ,
Au.oWI'\6L.E MAS'ONIZ"( ST~£ss :: 0.33 fib (f£r.8)
= (0.33)(3)080)
:: 1016 O~ 1000 PSI
5" PSI <: 1000 P.s1 oK
Mo tML. = (JJ S 2.,O)(7.32.,) :: 2)s~o Iii
J2
MiJ +ML. ~MD = M1.= l.J5S0 -64-5 = ,JSi-S 1#
/) 34-5
'
# > IJ 2.30 III
GJe-EATE.R. THAN THE LINTEL LOAD
FO£. THJR.D POINT LOADING
,ft.:. (3)(')94-5) = 730 # oN EACH ;H/~O pOINi
, 8 .




, AT OES'GN LOAO
V=(80. ")(4-) + (730) :: /)05~#
IlT = I" 051. = J'.' #1iJ"
,(8) (7.~),) ,
AL~OLoVA8L. Ilr:: 30"/0" WITH NO SH~M' eE./NF'Ot!CE.M£NT (1!.£F.8)















Ie) /.57 D '/
T£ANS FOItMED ':;Eerlo""
As :. 0,/36 0 '/ A (T1!AN~FO/C.M£D): (~-I)(O./9~)
A : /.57 0 "
C·8· b.l = (8)(11)(5.5) +(1.57)(8.05) = 5.55/1
(8)(11) +(1.57)
I I - (8)(lIf~ '8) ('" (:t.b - J 2. . 1"" \' (I J) 0.05)4 t- (1.5 7) 2.~5)
It= 301,"+
f,UPTUfl.E. f t = 28b #/0" (D. MATflZlAL P~OPfICTJ£S)
M= ftI' Mo+-ML (C2ACK,IJG): (lS')(soa.)~b (5.•") (12.)
= 3J~'011#
Mo tML - t1D =MJ. (CR.ACXIN6) =3,,/~'o -'45 =3)3/S/#
eASED ON .TH/~D fOINT LOADIHG- J THE TOTAL. LOAD (p,J IS





J:: 23 fL. L3
. .2 1 +8 £bJ:b
AT DE: 3 'GN I..,.,.e. L.OAO
(K-EF.7)
d:: .:t3 X (1,4'0) (~,)3
), 7 (48)(3.33)(/0')(888) = 0.00775/1
Ch) CALCULATION 0 F THE01!.£.rlCAL cuRV£S ON FIGU~£. Z8.








GAGE,s LOCATE. D SA, II oR. 0.31"
F'-OM TOP OF ~I!.AM
. M ~f b (,-\T LEVEL OF G"<7!S) : L 1t1 : (!/j4-S) (/:l..) (S.;J...,,) : /3' %"
. I h (~ot)
THE:. pOINT WITH COO(tDINATES ;/4'0 ~ 13,#/t:J " D!TE.2MIN£S
THE. THEO/t£TlcA I. LINE..
Fof? TH£. C~ACKfD SECTiON
1.73 -0.3. =J.4-2."
/tCTUIH. ST£ES.s IN .MASON£'f' AT LE"V!L Or
GAG£S 8E.F"of.£ CR.ACK/N& AND UNOEt.
DEI' 0 LOAD ON L.Y)
. f b :: (rDlfS)(U,) (5. 2.4) = 44-.9 PS·,(~o:t)
THIS WAS THE. ZEILO J!EAOINf!r OF THe. .sTI?AIN GAGf.S.
AT MDtML,(DESIGN):
T=C:: l3:.- x ~/5~O =3)9-Z0#7.~1.
73
ft, (Lr-VEL OF' GAGES) = 1.+2. X S6B :: 4'5 #/0"
/. 73
6T1!.~SS CHANG£.. AFFtCTIN& GA~!.s =4'5-45 G 4~(-;) lI/tI"
To DfTE~MINE THE pOINT AT TH~ O~/6IN:
.sT~ES5 . UNDER. DEAD LoAD ONl'() UNC~l\c/"(ED SECTION (LE.VEL OF
GA6-ES) = 'ft.:?) #/Q" (~EIl.O /!.EADIN&)
IF NO ADOlrloNAL LOAD IS /lDDED BUT .sECTIoN C{e.f\CKS
THE.N:
T= C :!J:- X '+5 :: 918 #'
7.S~
fl> =(~18) (~) :: 1+1#,1,,,
(/.73) (8)
fb (LE.VE.L OF 6'1'\5£.$): 1.42.. X 1+1 =JI Eo #/0/'
, J.73
ST1!ES,) A,rrCT'/N& GoAGES =/1'-45 ~ 71%"
THE. PO/NT.5 WITH COO~DJNAT£S ')460~+;"0 if/du ANO o~ 7J1I"a"
D£T£~M'NE. THE. TH£Ole.E.TICAL LINE. •
.~' -' , .




8" MO~TAR. JOINfS Y;.," (AfPItOJ<.)
REIN F'O~C£M£NT-6 - 0.10 11 OIAM.
h'lIitE:.S ," c. c.
o
(b) DESIGN LOAD MOMENT (R.£F~8)
SAME. AS /i!.£'INfOI?CED BEAM
(C) FOST-TENSIONING-
FR.OM STI!.AIN /!!.£ADIN 6'5 :
GAGE. 5 GAG£. 6
124,,000 PSI 1:1.0)500 PSI
AVEIe.AG-C ST2ESS =/~~J '00 PSI
NO P~EST~£SS~OSS!S ASSUM~O
PeE.SrR.£SS/NG Fa tee£.:
A~EA OF 0.10" DIAM. W/~E. = 7T(O./O)~ = 0.00785 ""
. 4-
As =(')(0.00 785) =0.0+71 all
Pt.C.STfe.ESSING- fO~c£. P =(12.).)'00)(0.0+71) :: .s:. 780#
5'780~L.... ,,-- 1..5'780#
Cd) DESIGN LOAD 5T1i!.ESSES
(J.) MASONIl.Y BENDING- ST~£SS£S
f~£..sT~E.S5 AT ~ OF SPAN
MASON~Y 5r/l.ES~ r -..e i- Pe ~rF- -
.. Ab I b '
- . 1/
p:. 5J 780# e=.2..75" ~ =..5 •.50'1 Ah=(IO(8) =88 0
7S
I - (8)(11)3 =888,;4-
b - It,
fF :: 5,780! (5J180)(~.15)(5.50)
88 888
+F:: - '5.7 j: ~8.5
f/ ::t 32.8 roSl r: :: ""'f.:J-PSI
( +) TEN,s/6N (-) COMPJe,ES$ ION)
DU£ TO DEAD W£.IGMT OF B£I\M:
MD= b4-5'#::, 7750,,11 (SAM£.. AS /!.£INFOIi!t:.£D BE.AM)
f 0 :: MD 'd =(7,750)(5.S0) =+8 PSI
I b 888
tJ :: -4-8 p,s I f; =t 48 P..s I
+32.8 p"" -+8 pst -/5.2. p.st
-#-48 fS' -lib.). PSI
POST-T£NS/ONING- D£.I\D LOAO POST-TEN-5/0NING- -r
DEAD LOAO
DIAG~AM.s C02e~SPONO TO THE. 1:. OF rHI. .sPAN.







ML. =. (fFT)(Ib) :. (1I~.2.)( 888)
~b 5.50
ML ~ 1}5 70 '''' > I., 2.30 1#
(/J 1.30 /# MINIMlJM Yi\LU£
LiNTEL.. L.OAO; oS£.£ .sr~£s.s
BEAM) I




THE. ,OTAL O£~/&N LIVE LOAD- 81\.5£.0 ON TMIf!.O pOINT L.OAD-
/t'{G- :: (2]($89) :'~J78~
•
WH£££ V::. TOTA L £.XTE.2.NA~ .sH£"~.
<Vb: .sTATICAl- MOM£NT OF
MA.sON~'( S£CTION ON
EITHE:.~ SIDE. of C'3. b. TAK£N A80,UT
THAT Ax'".
(lJ STEEL. ~T,e.£SS£.~ UNOEIt L.OAQING-
SE:£. PA/l.T (m) IN CALC ULATIONS
(3.) DIAGONAL. T£N6'ON STeE.sSES
IN'I£-sT/GArfO AT" c.g.b. AND AT END OF SPAN
fI:T =- V<¥b
I b b
AT D£SIG-N LIVE: LOAD:
V=(80.' )(4) +58' =."" #
















...f.L = - 16+.2..
3.(,7 3./7
PItINCIPAL ST~E.S"£S AT DESIGN LIve: LOAD:
o "
77
fp : - 32.8 ! 3'.3
fp:: - 69 PSI DIA60NAL. COMP~eSSIO""
fp:: -#-3.5 P"s, DIAGONAl.. TENSION
3.5 PSI<30PSI OK CeEF.B)
DIAGONAL ,ENSION AT Ul-T/MAT£. LIVE. LOAD OF. ij4-00:#
(8EFO~ ceACKJNGJ
V =(80.~)(+) T.2.,2.00 :: 2.,5)..). PSI
fIT: (.t,S;l..2,)(l2.I) _
(888) (8) - 43 PSI
P1!.IN CIP/IL 5TIe.ES5E.S AT Ul-T/MATE. I-OAO:
.f p= ~ !:.J (lIT) ~ + (¥):L.
f p =- '~7 !~ (+3)'-+('~7)4
fp = -32..8 t 5+.1
fp: - 8'. ~ P.s, DIA GoON,..",. COMPIe. £SS 10....
fp: +'-1.3 PSI DIAGONAL i£.NS'oN
ee) ceACKING- L-oAO










- /I~.1. PJ I
P05T-TEN510NIHGo
+DEAD L.OAD
























As =0.0471,° 11 f b( UL.TI
FOte. Tlit#eo pOINT· LOAD'N&:
PL X ~ =5)+/0 FL .:.1 X .5;'1-/0 =+, 0 '0#
-r j "9-
TOTAL LIVE. LOAD CAUSING C~CKING- =4)0f.0#
(f) UL.T/MATE. LOAO
MAT£: 6T~~NGTH
f b: 3J 080F'$1
f s (a. L % PE.f:.!'1AI'I£NT .sET) =2.4~J 000 P.s1
T =(1A·9.1000)(0.04-7/) =II} 71..0 #:
(8)(~)(3J080)= /117),,0
r;, :. /I} 7:L 0 =O. f 77 II
(8)(3.1080)
MOMENT A~M = 8. so - 0'177 =8.2~"
OF MA S.ON1!'( )
78
ULTIMATE. MOM£Ni = (I,) 720)(8.2.') 8 0 1#
- :: ) 70
12.
ULTIMAT£. LIVE. LOA 0 MOM£NT :: 8.1010 - f.45 ': 714~51#
(3) DEFL£CTION~
5AM£ AS Il.£INFOe.C£O BE-AM
(h) riGUleE. ,2,,9
CALCULATiONS THAT DE.TE.e.M I NE. THEO/a£.TICAI.. Cute'lI!S.
@ /04,'1-50 PSI W/~! ST#e.£S~
PR.E:..sr~ESS/NG' Foree£. :. 00+,+50)(0.04-71) =.tI')~2.0 ,
DISTANCE:.. Fe-OM TH E:. C. 9. b. To THf Le,VI!. L OF GAG~S
" 5
.<. AND 4- ~ 5.50 - ~,/I = 5.18"








_ (~4'2.0)(Z. 75) ($./S)
-888
-73
@ WIleS: Sr~ESS OF JOfJ450 P,sl
..
-13S
jNCI.UDIN Go DEAD LOAD:
1'10= 7750"#
5Tt~fS.s AT LI!VEL. OF GAGf.5 Z AND 4- = + (l750)(S.ltlJ)
888 _
:: +45.3 - /.3 5 =- a.9. 7 PS ,
COMP2£S510N
Ai A F/NA L. STEt. L. ~Tfa:'S-5 OF /2.:2..)' 00 PSI:
STees.s AT l-E.VE.L OF G-AGES 2 .AND 4- :.
+45.3 - SJ180 _ (..sd78o)(k.7S)(5./~)
88 . 888
:: t4S.3 - '5. 7 - 83.0
= -/l3.if PSI COMPJaESSloN
CAlCUl.AT/ONS FOR FIGUR.'f 31 AeE SIMILAIt
(J.) F IGUTeE. 33








L/V£' L.OAD of ')118'*
L.EVE.l- OF GAGES I AND 3 =
(18,)800) (5./S) = - 110 PSI
888
LOCAT£ T-H£ N fUTR.I\L A XIS
8 11
reANsfOfl.M£.O StCT/ON
As : 0.0+7/ 0 "
A (Tt.ANS FOJ!f"fE.D) : (9)(0.0471) =O.4-~+IJ"
8 Kd x Kd :: 0.4-2,+(8.5-Kd)
Z
4- Kd :I. - D •4.2:1- (8.5 - K d) ::: 0
4 Kd'- - J. 6 t O.1:t+Kd ::0
Kd ~ t o. I D6 xd - 0.30 :: 0
Kd : O.SO'










MASONJt.Y STR.E55 AT TH£ LEVEL OF G-AGE~ / AND 3
:::. 0.5S fh :: O"66fb0.-'0
AT A LIYF:. LOAD' OF .3;600 W
M&.::. J,'t0 X~ =' 4; 800/# ML t MD :: f; 800 -t '-+5 =5;4+5 Itt:'
C :: (5,~t5)(J2 .. ) :: 7./ 970 #
8•.2.0
f, :: (7/970 )(2) = 2). 2/0 #~II
b (8) (o.s 0)
5TR.ESS AT·LE.V£.1. OF' G-AG~S I AND J =-(D. '5') (:J..).2,10)
:: - 1)+50 P~I CONPJ?£SSION





II b.:t- 15.2. =101 PSI
fb(LEV£l.. OF GAGES) = -}S.l. -(0.3')(/o,)
. II
=-/5.2.. -l.8
:: -/8 P~I COMPIe~SStON




@ LIVE LOAD OF 3)'00# THE 5T((.ESS CHANGE. .AT THE! LEVEL
.0,. GAGo£-S I AND.3 = -~..SO - (-18) =- IJ +32. PoSt.
AT A LJVt LOAD OF 3;9.30 # :
ML : 3,930 X~ :' 5J~+O 1# HL tMD =. 5J~40 1- 6+5 =51 885 ,''' .Z . .3
. Srfr.sS ~ .s;, Bas x ,/4-50 :-1) 570 P-SI
5,,4+5
@ LIVE. LOAD OF 3)3.30# THE. 05T£E.SS CHANGE .AT iHE /-I!.VE.L.
OF' G'A6E,s , AND 3 = -1/S10 - (-18) =I) 55'- P.5,.
(K) FlGUR.£. 35
CALCULATiON SJM'L.Ata TO (J.) UNCe..ACKE() S£C.T10N
(L) FIG-Ufo£. 37
FOI!! A 'W/f.E sr~ESS OF 122./'-001'5/
STIl.A.IN = 5TIl.£.~2 ::. 12k, ~oo = 0.00408 ''1,
E.. 30.l0oo,J000
'lN/eE. L£N5TH =12.0"
rOTAI. STI!.AIN IN W/~E. =(J:2.0)(o.00+OB) ::0.+80"
ELASTIC oSHOlt.T£NIN(fr OF Mt'tSON2"f:
ST~£S,s IN MA,sON"Y .AT THE. L£VE.L. OF .iHf. STEEL
= - 5)180 _(~780)()'.75)(1..15) :. I1SP.s,
88 888
- 65.7 48.3
MA.~ONR.Y STJ!.A,N = 1/5
-:::"""""A"::""::'"--::----3/330)000
LENGTH OF MASONRY'. S/-;L" =JlO"
TOTAL ~rsaAIN =(1/0)(0.0000346) = 0.0038"
TOTA l. JACK t,L.ONG-ATION = 0.4901' 0.0038 :: o. +3+"
(m) FIGUFeE 38
FOIt. A LIVE L OAO . OF +J4-0o#
MOMENT tJ£TWEE.N THI2.0 pO'NT,s =4.400 x..8..x 12. : 70,5001/#
, ~ 3
5TltE.5S IN MA6oNR.Y AT THE. L£\I£L OF' Ttl£. 51EEL.
= (70 J500) 0 •• 75) ': 2.J8 PSI
888
TOTAL· STRAIN OV(~ 8<'0" LENGTH OF 6£.AM
= 218 X 96 X:L :: 0.004/9"
3.33 X/O' 3
120" OF WI1i!.E:.
5iR.AIN IN ""'IeE. = 0.00+/9":: o. 00003+" '~,
J2.0 II
5T£E.S5 CHANGE :. ( 0.0000 349 )(30XIO') = I) 047 P51
CHANGE. OF Sie£SS IN W/2£ FOR CfACKI!O SeCTION:
FOR A TOTAt. L.1'fE. LOAO OF 3J ,"00 It + WoT: "7;970#
W1~E. 511eE.55 = 7) 9 70 =1'9 000 p.s 1 '0.0471 ',),
S1ft£SS CHANG£. UNO£.R. LIVE. L.OAD =/69)000-/2.2.)'00
=4~J "fOO p.s I
FOR. A LIVE LOAD OF 3)930# +Wo
. ,
TOTAL MOMENT =5)885#
T= (5)885)(/1) = 8;"0#
B.2.o
5TR£.,sS = 8 l "o .= /83)000 PSI
0.0+71
. 5T~£65 CHANG-E. UNOC~ LIVE LOAD =IS3j OOO- 12.'-J600
=60)+00 PSI
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